
We Orchestrate
Leisure & Business
Travel 

AlBus Alzahaby Passengers Transport 

Expertly facilitating the range of tourism services
throughout UAE.

“Partners in Your Next Adventure”



Visionary Leadership
Albus Alzahaby is chaired and owned by Mr. Ali Nadeem. His visionary leadership has steered the group to emerge as one 
of the renowned brands for quality service in the UAE while gaining him recognition as one of the 3000 most influential 
entrepreneurs in the world. A diversified business entrepreneur today, Mr. Ali Nadeem operates over 20 companies and 
has over 10,000+ employees across various sectors, including transportation, travel, tourism, advertising, medical, real 
estate, technology, and construction. As a visionary leader, he is focused on continued long-term growth to expand 
further and enhance the company’s market position with top-class services and products. To be the trendsetter and 
pioneer in all he does is his motto. “As a Founder, I'm focused on building on our legacy fostered on the ethos of Credibili-
ty, Integrity, Collaboration, Accountability, Respect, Excellence, and
Diversity,’’

Founder/CEO
Mr. Ali Nadeem 





Albus Alzahaby’s physical presence across the Middle East, USA, Europe, and Asia, and a large, superbly skilled workforce, the Group operates across various sectors 
through an extensive portfolio of complementary travel services and strategic partnerships. Albus Alzahaby has forged strong business growth through ethical conduct, 
best-in-class partnerships, advanced travel solutions, and cutting-edge technologies. Its extensive operations add value to the very core of the region’s continued 
economic development. It has a solid reputation for consistently adhering to the highest ethics and international standards and operating at optimum productivity while 
ensuring competitiveness, competence, and fairness. Some gain prestige in the field, but we have gained it on the road, safely taking our clients or their merchandise 
anywhere they need to go, with professionalism, punctuality, elegance and courtesy. Our expertise covers the length and breadth of UAE. We are selective in our trade 
partnerships, only committing to tourism partners who share our values, whose service and conduct reflect our commitment to service, and those who are consistent & 
transparent in their decisions and actions to fulfill our commitments with integrity.



Albus Alzahaby at a Glance Do you need ONE Reason to Choose us?
Let us Give you FIVE!iAlbus Alzahaby (Formerly Golden Bus Passengers Transport) has delivered 

world-class service by serving our customers timely, safe, comfortable, and efficient 
transportation for over 18 years. We take pleasure in keeping our vehicles immacu-
lately clean and luxuriously maintained. This guarantees their reliable and safe opera-
tion. We value the needs of our customers and will deliver reliable, convenient, and 
safe transportation services to you at any time and on any given day. Strategically 
located in Dubai and Abu Dhabi emirates, Albus Alzahaby offers complete local trans-
portation solutions for personal and corporate needs. We offer the best deals that 
save time and money while ensuring comfort and safety. Our Mission

• 24/7 booking and travel assistance
• Delivery and pickup anywhere in the UAE
• Widest and newest car rental fleet
• Comprehensive insurance, all-inclusive pricing
• Complete vehicle management solution 

To build a company that consumers can rely on for their travel needs by invest-
ing in the finest technology, fostering a culture of continuous employee develop-
ment, maintaining open and transparent relationships, and giving the most 
remarkable customer experiences possible. Additionally, to create and broaden 
international alliances to meet all client demands while constantly adjusting to 
market changes and seeking new growth opportunities.

Our Vision 
Evolving into the world's most dependable travel and hospitality partner by 
providing unrivaled experience and always going above and beyond.

Our Values 
• A constant quest for betterment drives our every action.
• We strive for new ideas and structured agility to embrace opportunities
   quickly.
• We value relationships within the business and in the broader community.
• We hold ourselves fully responsible for the outcomes we create.
• Upholding superior customer service.
• Being honest and respectful to both employees and consumers.
• Creating novel, comfortable, and cost-effective transportation solutions. 



Albus Alzahaby provides reliable and 
efficient staff transportation services to 
corporate clients. The company under-
stands the importance of  punctuality when 
it comes to staff transportation, and 
ensures that vehicles are well-maintained 
and drivers are  trained in defensive driving 
techniques.

Albus Alzahaby provides safe and 
reliable school transport services for 
students of all ages. The company's 
experienced drivers are trained to 
ensure that students are transported 
to and from school safely and on 
time.

STAFF TRANSPORT: SCHOOL TRANSPORT:

Albus Alzahaby offers a range of tours and 
safari packages that allow clients to explore 
the beauty and diversity of the local area. 
The company's experienced tour guides will 
take clients on an adventure through some 
of the most stunning natural landscapes in 
the region.

TOURS & SAFARI:

Albus Alzahaby offers a comprehensive 
airport and hotel transfer service that is 
designed to make travel more conve-
nient and stress-free. The company's 
experienced drivers will  transport 
passengers to their destination in safely.

AIRPORT & HOTEL TRANSFER:



Our bus leasing service is available at budget friendly rates. Fully insured, frequently 
tested, and well maintained, our fleet fulfills all the Roads and Transport Authority 
regulations

Our Tours Department organizes reasonable and unique Adventure tours and Safaris. 
Itineraries for these safaris are tailor-made to suit clients’ preferences.

Locally we arrange airport and Hotel transfers for our clients at discounted rates. 
Group rates also apply. We are associated with Car hire companies and many other 
privately owned companies locally and internationally. 

As transport and mobility becomes an inalienable right, we at Albus Alzahaby offer 
transportation service to several companies in and around Dubai for their
employees.

Full membership and certification to the Department of Economy and Tourism, 
thus assuring you of our unrivaled quality services and professionalism.
Our services are dependable, reliable and efficient - thus earning us reputable 
recommendations worldwide.
Our clients get guaranteed optimum tour experience so that when they leave, 
they become friends and NOT just tourists.
Our services are competitively priced to give the best satisfaction for your 
money. This guarantees that our clients get the optimum tour experience.
An unrivaled depth of experience and an unmatched expertise of the destination
A young and vibrant team, driven by a can-do spirit and always ready to go an 
extra mile. 
A passion for ensuring perfect holidays, from seamless transfer arrangements to 
round-the-clock access to assistance and advice
A partner you can rely on: financial stability and a solid logistical framework, 
including a fleet of modern and comfortable vehicles.

Complimentary Services 
Our service provides comfortable and convenient travel arrangements for our 
corporate clients because we handle all the travel hassles with our other 
industry partners.
We give discounts on travel and tours whenever possible, and we track your 
progress during travel until we are sure you are safe, comfortable, and satis-
fied. 
We give group discounts and group rates. (minimum of 10 people traveling 
together)
Our signature and motto are to provide the best-personalized service ever to 
build a lasting working relationship. 
Special conference rates for hotel booking, meet and assist, airport transfers, 
and car hire. 

Why are We the Right Partners for You?Our Range of Services
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Bus Rental & Leasing

Safari & Tour Transportation

Airport & Hotel Transfers

Staff Transportation



Albus Alzahaby is highly conscious of the necessity to protect nature and 
ensure that the local community also benefits from tourism. We support and 
practice Ecotourism to conserve this region's balance for future generations 
without denying the joy of the unexpected. Preparation allows us to fashion 
journeys harmoniously and purposefully. Our passion for travel goes beyond 
the yearning for discovery - Ours is a reasoned, tried, and tested approach to 
enjoying a truly amazing continent! Having made a habit of making clients 
happy with exceptional services, the company is fully geared to assist you in 
planning, organizing and fulfilling your needs for Group, Incentives, and Individu-
al Travel.

We Adhere to Ecotourism 

Pets are a man’s best friend, so they deserve to travel safely and comfortably. 
Our bus company proudly provides pet-friendly vehicles for our customers who 
want to travel with furry friends. We understand that pets are an essential part 
of many families, and we want to ensure they can travel comfortably and safely. 
Our vehicles are designed with features such as non-slip flooring and mats to 
prevent pets from slipping and sliding during the ride and secure areas for pet 
carriers or crates. We also ensure that our vehicles are cleaned thoroughly after 
each trip to maintain a healthy and hygienic environment for both pets and 
humans. With our pet-friendly vehicles, you can travel with peace of mind 
knowing that your furry companion is well cared for.

Pet-Friendly Vehicles

Our Specificities



Albus Alzahaby (Formerly Golden Bus)has been delivering world-class service by serving our customers timely, safe, comfortable, and efficient transportation for over 
8 years. We take pleasure in keeping our vehicles immaculately clean and luxuriously maintained. This guarantees their reliable and safe operation. We value the 
needs of our customers and will deliver reliable, convenient, and safe transportation services to you at any time and on any given day. easure in keeping our vehicles 
immaculately uxuriously maintained. This guarantees their reliable and safe operation. We value the needs of our customers and will deliver reliable, convenient, and 
safe transportation services to you at any time and on any given day. easure in keeping our vehicles immaculatelyuxuriously maintained. This guarantees their reliable 
and safe operation. We value the needs of our customers and will deliver reliable, convenient, and safe transportation services to you at any time and on any given 
day. easure in keeping our vehicles immaculately luxuriously maintained. 



AlBus Alzahaby Passengers
Transport 

“Partners in Your Next Adventure”

Category: Bus

Seats: 63

Screen: YesDVD: Yes
AC: Yes

Guide’s seat: 1

Cooler: Yes

CD: Yes

64 Seat Passenger Bus

Category: Bus

Seats: 63

Screen: YesDVD: Yes
AC: Yes

Guide’s seat: 1
Cooler: Yes

CD: Yes

64 seater Ashok Layland

Category: Mini Bus

Seats: 24-29

Screen: YesDVD: Yes
AC: Yes

Guide’s seat: 1

Cooler: Yes
CD: Yes

Toyota Coaster 30 Seater Bus

Category: Mini Bus

Seats: 12

Screen: YesDVD: Yes
AC: Yes

Guide’s seat: 1

Cooler: Yes
CD: Yes

Nissan Urvan 13 Seat Mini Bus

Category: Mini Bus

Seats: 15

Screen: YesDVD: Yes
AC: Yes

Guide’s seat: 1

Cooler: Yes
CD: Yes

16 Seater Minibus

Category: Mini Bus

Seats: 31-33

Screen: YesDVD: Yes
AC: Yes

Guide’s seat: 1

Cooler: Yes
CD: Yes

34 Mitsubishi Rosa

Category: Mini Bus

Seats: 12-14

Screen: YesDVD: Yes
AC: Yes

Guide’s seat: 1

Cooler: Yes
CD: Yes

Toyota Hiace 15 Seater

Category: Bus

Seats: 49-51

Screen: YesDVD: Yes

AC: Yes

Cooler: Yes

CD: Yes

Kinglong Luxury Bus

Guide’s seat: 1



AlBus Alzahaby Passengers
Transport 

“Partners in Your Next Adventure”

Category: Van

Seats: 4
AC: Yes

Guide’s seat: 1
Cooler: Yes

CD: Yes

4 Passenger MPV 

Screen: YesDVD: Yes

Category: Van

Seats: 6
AC: Yes

Guide’s seat: 1

Cooler: Yes
CD: Yes

7 Passenger Mercedes 

Screen: YesDVD: Yes

Category: Mini Bus

Seats: 9-12
AC: Yes

Guide’s seat: 1
Cooler: Yes

CD: Yes

Mercedes Sprinter 

Screen: YesDVD: Yes



Operating sucessfully in 5 different continets, 
now providing services across UAE.
Be it excursions and tours, airport services, FIT hotel bookings, car rental 
or MICE arrangements, you can always count on Albus Alzahaby to orga-
nize its’ best for you. We operate and are open to partner with all travel 
agencies and clients across UAE.  

SHARJAH

ABU DHABI

UMM-AL-QAIWAIN

RAS-AL-KHAIMAH

AJMAN

AL FUJAIRAHDUBAI

400+
LUXURY VEHICLES

800+
RECURRING CLIENTS

1,400+
PROFESSIONALS

17,400+
EMPLOYEES



Albus Alzahaby at a Glance
Albus Alzahaby has served a wide range of clients throughout its development phases. We worked for numerous companies, providing exceptional service to every-
one. Our notable clients include Fortune 500 companies, food chains, schools, and travel agencies. Albus has a proven track record of delivering top-quality results, 
always going above and beyond to ensure our clients are completely satisfied Albus' commitment to excellence and strong work ethic make us an invaluable travel 
company, and our clients can attest to our exceptional abilities.



+971 58 534 5319
+971 58 534 8048, 0585345391

info@albusalzahaby.com 
www.albusalzahaby.com

Prime Tower, Business
Bay, Dubai, Office no. 25


